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Welcome
The Prince William County Office of Historic Preservation is pleased to welcome you to the
160th Anniversary Commemoration of the Battle of Kettle Run.

August 26-27th marks 160 years to the day when Confederate General “Stonewall” Jackson’s
army took Bristoe Station and fought a savage action against Union General Pope as part of the
Second Manassas Campaign. Through your participation, you are both honoring the brave
sacrifices made by the men engaged in that battle and are educating our community about this
important part of our local history.
We thank you for your support and look forward to working together for this event.
Kevin Pawlak
Historic Site Manager
Ben Lomond Historic Site | Bristoe Station Battlefield
Heritage Park
Office: 703.367.7872 | Mobile: 571.361.3192
KPawlak@pwcgov.org

Joe Abernathy
Living History Coordinator,
160th Kettle Run
160KettleRun@gmail.com

160th Anniversary Commemoration of the Battle of Kettle Run is an event sponsored, hosted,
organized, and run by the Prince William County Office of Historic Preservation.

Historical Background
By August 1862 Confederate General Robert E. Lee and a new Federal commander, John Pope, held both
their forces opposite each other in Virginia. Lee decided to send Confederate General "Stonewall" Jackson
in a long march around Pope's right flank into Northern Virginia. Jackson would cut the Orange and
Alexandria Railroad at Manassas and then reunite with Longstreet's wing somewhere around the
Manassas area. If the opportunity to strike Pope presented itself during these maneuvers, Lee would take
it. On August 25th, Jackson's 24,000 men began a march of 52 miles to within striking distance of
Manassas. Jackson knew that Manassas was fortified, and a small number of troops could hold the
junction against Jackson. Rather than lose precious time and men, Jackson decided to send his force to cut
the railroad at Bristoe Station.
Defending Bristoe station was a small Union infantry company of approximately 50 men and a company of
cavalry. Jackson's column made short work of the Federal defenders and the station belonged to the
Confederates within minutes. As night fell Confederate soldiers managed to derail two trains, completely
blocking Federal access to the railroad. After the destruction at Bristoe, Jackson ordered General Richard
Ewell to remain in the area to defend against Union excursions from Warrenton. Jackson took the rest of
his command to Manassas, where on August 27th they consumed, pillaged and burned the massive
Federal depot.
After sending part of his army towards Bristoe, Pope realized that rather than a small raid, a large part of
Lee's army was now in his rear. Soon orders were sent to his entire army to move by towards Manassas. A
division under the command of General Joseph Hooker was to travel along the railroad and recapture
Bristoe Station. Hooker executed the orders, and by 2:00 p.m., his division crossed Kettle Run and engaged
Ewell's men, who were positioned south of the station. Holding back Hooker for nearly two hours and
with his mission complete, Ewell decided to fall back and reunite with Jackson. The Battle of Kettle Run
was over.

The Battle of Kettle Run, while small, was still deadly for the soldiers engaged. The Union lost 330 men
killed or wounded with some units taking nearly 50% casualties. Confederate losses were smaller, with
Ewell losing 176 men killed or wounded. The Battle of Kettle Run was the initial engagement of the Battle
of 2nd Manassas, one of the Confederacy's greatest victories.

Tracks of the Orange & Alexandria Railroad, destroyed
by the confederates between Bristoe Station and the
Rappahannock River.
US Library of Congress Photo
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Event Overview
The 160th Anniversary Commemoration of the Battle of Kettle Run will feature three scripted battle demonstrations (one on
Friday and the other two on Saturday) at the approximate times that the original actions took place 160 years ago on the
actual ground where they took place. In order to avoid conflicting with local events planned for the 160 th Second Manassas
commemoration at nearby Manassas National Battlefield Park, no events will be scheduled on Sunday. Between
demonstrations, the event will also feature living history displays, guided battlefield tours, and historic presentations.
Camping accommodations will be provided free of charge to both Union and Confederate event participants and will include
restrooms and firewood at both the Union and Confederate camps (see Site Map). Water will also be provided at a central
location in the park’s main office. While there are no scheduled events for Sunday, participants are welcome to camp over
Saturday night if they wish. Because camps will be open to the public on Friday evening and all-day Saturday, please ensure
that any modern camping equipment or anachronisms are hidden from sight in the camps. Convenient vehicle access will
be provided at both the Union and Confederate camps to allow for easy set up and transportation of equipment. All vehicles
must be removed from camp unless actively loading or unloading equipment.
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Event Schedule
Friday 26 August 2022
• 12:00 PM: Camps open for participant set up.
• 4:00 PM: Officer's call to walk through the planned scenarios with the
Park Service.
• 6:30 PM: Assembly, weapons inspection
• 7:00 PM: Scenario 1: "The Capture of Bristoe Station,"
• 8:00 PM: Candlelight/campfire tours of Union & Confederate camps
• 9:00 PM: Camps close to the public

Saturday 27 August 2022
• 6:30 AM: Assembly, weapons inspection
• 7:00 AM: Scenario 2: "Outnumbered in the Firelight"

• 8:00 AM: Camps open to the public while the Park Service offers guided
tours and historic presentations. Participants are encouraged to interact
with the public and conduct company activities such as drill, camp
demonstrations, etc.
• 10:30 AM: Field Music Demonstration
• 12:30 PM: Assembly & Weapons Inspection
• 1:00 PM: Scenario 3: "Retaking Bristoe Station: the Battle
of Kettle Run,"
• 4:00 PM: Planned activities conclude. Participants are free to either
pack up or stay over Saturday night, at their discretion.
160th Anniversary Commemoration of the Battle of Kettle Run is an event sponsored, hosted,
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Site Map
• The Union Camp will be by the Winter Quarters just past
the main parking lot (marked in blue on the map).
Portable restrooms and firewood will be provided.
• The Confederate Camp will be at the top of the hill by the
park office (marked in red on the map). Restrooms and
firewood will also be provided here.
• Water is available both inside the visitor center and
outside the visitor center via a spigot.
• After dropping off equipment, participants must remove
their vehicles from camp and park along Iron Brigade Unit
Avenue or Tenth Alabama Way (marked in yellow on the
map).
• The battle demonstration on Friday evening, 26 August will
be near the site of the wartime Bristoe Station, on the
same ground where the action opened exactly 160 years
ago.
• The battle demonstrations on Saturday 27 August will also
take place on the original locations, just west of Bristoe
Station.
160th Anniversary Commemoration of the Battle of Kettle Run is an event sponsored, hosted,
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Scenario Description #1: “The Capture of
Bristoe Station” Friday 26 August at 7:00PM
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

We will be portraying the 71st Pennsylvania as they were taken by complete surprise by Col.
Henry Forno's Louisianians while garrisoning at Bristoe Station.
7:00 PM: Visitors will gather at the parking lot and begin to walk along the 1863 (Blue) Trail
toward Demo Area #1 at Bristoe Station. Federal forces will form up along the old country
road behind the tree line, to the right of the fence line of the cemetery, facing southwest,
perpendicular to the old country road. Confederate forces will form up with the cemetery on
their left flank, at a right angle to the Federal position. (see next slide for detailed map)
7:15 PM: Visitors will reach the top of the hill by the Confederate camp as they walk towards
Demo Area #1. At a radio signal from park staff, the Federal and Confederate forces will begin
firing perpendicular to each other at the positions indicated on the subsequent slide. This is to
audibly simulate the initial cavalry attack on Bristoe Station. Visitors will hear the firing and be
able to see the smoke from the top of the hill.
7:30 PM: As the visitors approach the Confederate firing line, the Confederates will cease
firing, and advance toward the Federal position. Upon the Confederate advance, the Federal
forces will cease firing, lay down their weapons, and then exit the tree line and walk towards
the Confederates with hands raised in surrender, just as they did 160 years ago when faced
with the overwhelming force of Gen. Jackson’s men.
The Confederates will then advance toward the surrendered Federals with arms at port. When
the Confederates are within 10 yards of the Federals, the Federal commander will approach
the Confederate commander and offer his troops up as prisoners.
The Confederate commander will then instruct the Federal troops to fall-in in two ranks and
then left face without doubling. The Confederate commander will then instruct his men to form
up on either side of the Federal column, and and then march them 20 yards away from their
muskets towards the Confederate camp, and then call a halt.
At this point the demonstration will end with the Federal and Confederate commander
discussing the terms of the Federal prisoners’ parole, as the parole system was still in place in
1862.
Park staff will then thank the reenactors, the Federals will walk back and retrieve their
muskets, and then both sides will cap off to clear their muskets. At this point the public will
then be released and invited to interact with the reenactors or tour the camps.

NOTE: For the safety of all participants, at no point will there be
permitted any simulated hand-to-hand fighting, and at no point will anyone
point any muskets towards any other participants while being taken
prisoners. Upon firing their last volley, Confederates will carry arms at port,
and may not shoulder their rifles again until the end of the scenario.
Furthermore, while taking prisoners, no Confederate will be permitted to
touch any Federal participant, or any of the equipment including rifles, of
any Federal participant. No derogatory language will be permitted.

Failure to adhere to these standards will result in
removal from the event.
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Scenario Description #1: “The Capture of
Bristoe Station” Friday 26 August at 7:00PM
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Scenario Description #2: “Outnumbered
in the Firelight” Saturday 27 August at 7:00 AM
Once the Confederates captured the garrison at Bristoe Station they then set to work destroying
the trains and the track, but not before one locomotive was able to get away and alert the Federal
army. Gen. Pope thought the incursion at Bristoe Station was just a minor annoyance, so he
dispatched Joseph Hooker's division to retake the station and to restore the supply line. By this
point Gen. "Stonewall" Jackson had already passed through headed for the Federal supply depot
at Manassas Junction and had left Ewell’s division as a rear guard at Bristoe. Not knowing what he
was up against and still only expecting a minor raid by the Confederates, Hooker sent in the 72nd
New York to recon the area on the morning of the 27th. As they neared the Station, the New
Yorkers saw the fires set by the Confederates and the overwhelming numbers of Ewell’s division
and then fell back to report the situation.
For the scenario, the Confederates will be set up in a defensive position in front of a large bonfire
that will be set up by park staff. Visitors will then follow behind the Federals as they deploy as
skirmishers to scout the enemy position and then fall back

• 7:00AM: The Confederates will assemble in front of a large bonfire lit by park staff at Demo Area
#2 simulating the burning of Bristoe Station.
• 7:00 AM: Visitors will gather at the Federal Camp and then walk with the Federals as the
Federals form and begin marching in column of 2’s along the 1862 (Red) Trail toward Demo
Area #2.
• 7:20 AM: Upon clearing the tree line, the Federals will then call a halt and deploy as
skirmishers.
• The Federals will then advance until they are about 75 yards or so away from the Confederate
position and bonfire, and will then halt and hold their position. One of the Federal sergeants will
report back to the Federal commander that there is a large Confederate position ahead, at which
point the Federal commander will move up to inspect. Upon inspection, the Federal commander
will have his troops fall back to the tree line where they will reform a column and then march
back to the camp.
• Upon the Federal retreat, the scenario will end.
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Scenario Description #2: “Outnumbered
in the Firelight” Saturday 27 August at 7:00 AM

Confederate
Bonfire
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Scenario Description #3: “Retaking Bristoe
Station: The Battle of Kettle Run”
Saturday 27 August at 1:00 PM
Realizing now that at least a whole brigade was at Bristoe Station, Pope believed Bristoe (and not
Manassas) is the main Confederate effort and ordered a general engagement to reclaim the
station. At 2PM Hooker advanced with the main body against Forno's Louisianians but is then hit
by devastating flanking fire from the 60th Georgia who are hiding behind the railroad tracks like
breastworks. Eventually the 5th New Jersey deployed on the opposite side of the tracks and turned
the Georgians' flank to enable the Union army to drive the Confederates from the field. For this
scenario, the Federals will portray the famed Excelsior brigade who suffered the most casualties of
any Union brigade during the battle. Confederates will portray Forno's Louisianians as they made a
gallant stand behind a creek bed that gave Ewell’s division time to retreat in good order and thus
still protect Jackson’s rear at Manassas.

• 1:00 PM- The confederates will form a line of battle perpendicular to the railroad tracks and
paralell with the creek bed to represent Forno’s Louisianians. Visitors will gather at the Federal
camp, where Federal troops will form a column and then march on the 1862 (Red) Trail towards
Demo Area #2 where the Confederates are formed.
• 1:30 PM- The Federals will turn left by file into line and engage with the Confederates formed up
at the creek bed. The visitors will stay parallel with the railroad tracks to stay out of the line of
fire of the living historians. Once visitors have been halted and the Federals have been formed,
both the Federals and the Confederates will open fire. The Federal forces will fire several times,
and then will advance toward the Confederate position, while taking time to halt and fire every
10 yards or so. When the Federals are within 50 yards, the Confederates will fall back from the
creek bed, across the tree line and footbridge, and toward the CSA camp. Once the Federals
reach the creek bed, a cease-fire will be called and the scenario will end.
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Scenario Description #3: “Retaking Bristoe Station: The Battle of Kettle Run”
Saturday 27 August at 1:00 PM
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Event Rules

1.

Participants must adhere to all federal, state, and local laws. Illegal drug use of any kind is strictly prohibited and will be reported to law enforcement. This is a
zero-tolerance policy.

2.

The 160th Anniversary Commemoration of the Battle of Kettle Run is an event sponsored, hosted, organized, and run by the Prince William County Office of
Historic Preservation (OHP). Program participants agree to follow OHP direction during the event and will adhere to all OHP rules and regulations.

3.

Each participant must fill out a waiver before or upon arrival.

4.

The battle demonstrations have been carefully planned to provide both event participants and park visitors with unique experiences that accurately reflect the
actions that occurred on the hallowed ground at Kettle Run exactly 160 years ago. Participants will strictly adhere to the scripted scenarios for each battle
demonstration both out of respect to the men who fought here and for the safety of the visitors and participants involved in the event.

5.

All weapons will be inspected by authorized OHP personnel prior to each firing demonstration. No ramrods are to be drawn and no tampions are to be used
during any battle demonstrations. Cartridges will be limited to 65 grains for the 57 or 58 cal. weapons; and 80 grains for the 69-cal. weapons.

6.

The intent of the battle demonstrations is to provide a visual representation of the historical commentary provided by OHP staff as they conduct battlefield
tours. While living history participants will maneuver and fire during the demonstrations on the actual ground and at the actual times that the actions occurred
in 1862, consistent with County policy, at no point will firearms be directly pointed at anyone. During battle demonstrations, opposing sides will fire either to
the right or the left of their respective formations. Troop formations will be staggered to avoid directly facing one another when firing.

7.

Simulated casualties or “hits” are not permitted during battle demonstrations.

8.

Hand-to-hand fighting did not occur during the original battle of Kettle Run and will not be permitted in any of the battle demonstrations.

9.

No participants under the age of 16 will be allowed to carry weapons at any time, on or off the field. All participants under the age of 16 must be functional
musicians to be allowed on the field and no one under the age of 12 allowed on the field at all. This is for both authenticity and safety reasons.

10.

For the safety of all participants, during scenario #1 when Federal troops are taken prisoner, at no point will anyone point any muskets towards any other
participants while being taken prisoners. Upon firing their last volley, Confederates will carry arms at port, and may not shoulder their rifles again until the end
of the scenario. Furthermore, while taking prisoners, no Confederate will be permitted to touch any Federal participant, or any of the equipment including
rifles, of any Federal participant. No derogatory language will be permitted.

11.

All impressions must be appropriate to the units involved at the Battle of Kettle Run in August 1862. Kilts, bagpipes, modern sunglasses, and other items that
are not aligned with the units being portrayed are inappropriate and will not be permitted.

12.

Non-period items such as coolers, plastic bottles, etc. must be stored out of site during visitor hours.

• Failure to adhere to these standards will result in removal from the event.
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